FLEXLIFT
Compact Lift Tables
FK Series

FLEXLIFT Lift Tables

The FLEXLIFT FK series offers a comprehensive
programme: Assembly lift tables for ergonomic
workstation design, lift table for the loading area,
system lift table for continuous use in conveyor
technology.
The modular design system together with the extensive
accessories programme offers standard lift tables that
are already suitable for the majority of applications.

The FK-D series (double scissors) is
designed for large lifting heights with a
short platform. The compact doublescissor lift table is available with design
heights starting from 350 mm, lifting
heights up to 2,600 mm and load
capacities up to 5,000 kg.

Standard FK series with a
load capacity of up to
10,000 kg and a maximum
usable lifting height of 1,600
mm

Maintenance opening for
easy access to the drive
components, also in the
lower limit position

FLEXLIFT FK-T series (tandem scissors)
for large platform lengths:
Platform lengths up to 6,000 mm, load
capacities up to 10,000 kg and a usable lifting
height up to 1,600 mm

The FLEXLIFT FK series together with the
accessories programme offers a comprehensive
portfolio for the majority of applications. FLEXLIFT
offers custom solutions tailored to special customer
requirements.
The FLEXLIFT lift tables of the FK series as well as
all other FLEXLIFT products fully comply with the
legal requirements of EN 1570 and the Machinery
Directive.

Lift/tilt table for loads up to 1,500 kg
and up to 40 tilt. The illustrated lift table
can be underrun with the E-pallet jack
and relocated by forklift.

Loading table with side railing. Further
safety accessories upon request.

Compact lift table with all-around bellows
as access and underrun protection.

FLEXLIFT compact lift tables of the FX series offer a
different design height than FLEXLIFT low profile lift
tables.
Starting from a design height of 180 mm, the product
portfolio offers load capacities of 500 to 10,000 kg. This
comprehensive type variety is supplemented with
numerous special designs. With a comprehensive
accessories
programme, this lift table series meets all industry and
logistics requirements.

FK series as customer-specific
special solutions with substructure
and integrated aggregate with control

The standard FLEXLIFT lift tables of the FK series
are equipped with a variety of functions.
In additions, a variety of accessories is available
to adjust the lift tables to the requirements
of the customer.

Accessory examples:

Railing, pluggable,
welded or bolted

Railing door

Tilting platform

Prism support

External aggregate

Photocell control

Gantry railing

Access ramp manually operated,
divided design

Roll-off protection

Turntable

Further accessories under www.flexlift.de
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Crossing possible,
with 6 t wheel load

Roller bed

